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Executive Summary

In Latin America, the participation of women in organized crime has been in the shadow of academic and public policy debate due to the male dominance in the different criminal economies and the tendency to see criminal activities as a “man’s activity”. However, a more detailed analysis of drug trafficking, human trafficking, and migrant smuggling, based on the application of a gender lens, allows the appreciation of the different roles that women play.

After examining a series of documents, data and information collected through fieldwork, this investigation by the InSight Crime and Universidad del Rosario’s Colombian Observatory of Organized Crime, increases the complexity of female roles inside organized crime and questions the tendency to present women only as victims, or in some cases, as victimizers.

From cooks and coca harvesters to owners of their drug empires or trafficking and smuggling networks, women operate in a versatile manner and move in a broad spectrum of roles, challenging the existent division of labor based on gender while at the same time coexisting with criminal organizations that continue to impose a patriarchal system.

Through the description of these roles, the development of two case studies – one regarding women and gangs in El Salvador, and another tackling human trafficking and migrant smuggling in the Colombia-Venezuela border town of Cúcuta- and the construction of profiles of some of the greatest protagonists of organized crime in recent times, the investigation takes the shape of a woman.

The document also analyses the use of violence by women, a characteristic that is usually attributed to men and masculine behavior. However, violence is a tool often used by women in some organized crime structures.

Based on this, as well as the examination of the main factors that push women to organized crime activities, a series of public policy recommendations are set forth for governments and local authorities. These are aimed at understanding a phenomenon that, aside from being under-analyzed, is continuously growing.
Introduction

Organized crime\(^1\) is one of the main problems facing Latin America. Among its disruptive effects, the high levels of violence seen across the region are especially alarming.\(^2\) Rising indicators of violence in most Latin American countries, including homicides, rapes and robberies, are closely related to the increase in various organized crime activities.\(^3\) Since the 1990s, the opening-up of economies, in combination with institutional weakness and social factors such as poverty and inequality, have favored the growth of transnational criminal activities, including drug trafficking, arms trafficking, human trafficking and migrant smuggling,\(^4\) making Latin America the region with the fastest growing criminal dynamics in the world.\(^5\)

While women's participation in organized crime has been relatively low as compared to that of men, it has recently been growing and diversifying.\(^6\) A brief look at Latin America's prison situation shows a net increase in female inmates for acts associated to organized crime, especially for drug trafficking, the crime for which most women are incarcerated.\(^7\) In the last decade (2009-2019), the total number of female prisoners across Latin America increased by 52 percent, more than double the region's prison population growth rate.\(^8\) Yet women remain in the minority in terms of total prison population, ranging between 4.5 and 10 percent depending on the country.\(^9\) However, in certain countries seeing intense criminal activity such as Colombia and Mexico, the increase in female prisoners has been exponential. In Colombia, the National Penitentiary and Prison Institute (Instituto Nacional Penitenciario y Carcelario – INPEC), reports that the female prison population has grown by 484 percent over the

---


past 30 years. In Mexico, figures from National Institute of Statistics and Geography (Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Geografía – INEGI) show a 56 percent growth just between 2010 and 2015.\textsuperscript{10}

Despite this trend, the roles women play in criminal structures continues to be underrepresented in studies and public policies about violence and organized crime in Latin America.\textsuperscript{11} Due to the scarcity of information and data, investigations into this topic are limited although they have increased in the last decade.\textsuperscript{12} The relative invisibility of women in debates about organized crime stems from the general perception that they are appendices to male criminals, usually partners or purveyors of sex. Stereotypes of women as being dependent and weak reinforce in turn the notion that they are incapable of making independent decisions regarding their participation in illegal activities.

By ignoring the active role women can play in criminal structures, it is impossible to gain a complete picture of organized crime. To fill this gap, this report charts the participation of women in three of Latin America’s main criminal economies: drug trafficking, human trafficking and migrant smuggling. An exhaustive review of articles, news reports and books on women and organized crime in the region shows that -- in the three illicit economies indicated -- women exercise multiple roles, fluctuating between the condition of victims and trophies on one side and active criminal protagonists on the other.

Gender constitutes a highly useful analytical lens through which to look at the distinct roles women play in organized crime groups. Especially, when considering the socially constructed meanings and behaviors enforced on men and women alike, which are used to divide their social positions and establish a hierarchy based on male dominance, and female inferiority and submissiveness.

This will allow for the development of public policies that are more sensitive to the different roles played within criminal economies. Instead of being considered exclusively as victims or accomplices subordinate to male figures, this report aims


to show that women can, and do, act of their own accord in a criminal environment. Women are also involved in violence, clashing with the traditional vision of the roles they have in criminal groups.\textsuperscript{13}

The document explores the roles of women in organized crime in Latin America across four sections. As part of its design, an extensive bibliography was constructed, consisting of academic texts, official reports, non-governmental organizations and press reports. At the same time, institutional databases from different countries across the region were reviewed, allowing for the confirmation that Colombia and Mexico present a significant statistical advance regarding women in organized crime to the rest of the region. In building the case studies included in the report, field trips and interviews were conducted in El Salvador and Colombia.

In the first section, the gender perspective is introduced as an analytical lens for the study of organized crime. Beyond showing the impact that gender has on the varied ways women and men involve themselves in criminal activities, it shows how gender stereotypes associated to organized crime help to hide the roles women play therein. The second section characterizes the roles played by women in the three selected criminal economies - drug trafficking, human trafficking and migrant smuggling - in order to highlight the range of participation of women in each. This includes a case study about human trafficking in Colombia providing context to the roles of women presented.

In the third section, profiles of specific women and their role in criminal economies allows us to show how women have largely gone unnoticed in most of the existing literature on organized crime, as well as their specific uses of violence. The second case study, which examines the involvement of women in youth gangs in El Salvador, complements the analysis by focusing on the violent behavior of these young women. The exercise described seeks to debunk two assumptions about women and organized crime: that they only exercise subordinate roles and, by extension, that they commit violent acts only when due to male manipulation and control or due to some emotional extreme.

Finally, in the last section, some conclusions are offered and a set of public policy recommendations are formulated based on the analysis performed.

\textsuperscript{13} Caron E. Gentry and Laura Sjoberg, Beyond Mothers, Monsters, Whores: Thinking about Women’s Violence in Global Politics (Zed Books, 2015), p. 3.
Gender and Organized Crime

As stated previously, from the gender perspective, the social behaviors of men and women are not natural or biological but socially constructed. In addition to establishing the characteristics that each person must possess and the roles they must play, gender orders these hierarchically based on a presumption of male superiority and female inferiority. This results in the constitution of gender arrangements: “some formal, such as constitutions, laws, decrees, resolutions; others informal, such as cultural conventions, customs and daily practices that regulate relations between men and women.”

Gender arrangements are manifested in all manners of social activity. Organized crime is no exception. This means that, as happens in legal areas, gender also determines the way in which women get involved, act and interact with other actors in specific illegal or criminal contexts. Frequently, this implies the subordination of women in spaces controlled by men. In this regard, Ovalle and Giacomello point out -- referring to drug trafficking -- that “gender relations are built on a set of attitudes and behaviors that discriminate and marginalize women because of their sex. This is empirically observed in the limited roles and functions that are assigned to women within drug trafficking networks.”

Studies on organized crime in Latin America and the world have focused mainly on the forms of action and victimization caused by male-led criminal groups. This has implied that research on crime presents the problem as a problem of men, which tends to ignore or minimize the perspectives and participation of women. A second consequence is that analyses on the role of women in organized crime focus on their roles as victims or passive collaborators; or on their relationships – as lovers or relatives – of male gang members.

Their entrance into organized crime is primarily the result of socio-economic motivations derived from poverty and precarious living conditions, the existence of family relationships within criminal groups and, finally, sentimental or sexual relationships with male leaders of criminal organizations.

Basic Gender Glossary

1. Gender Arrangements

“The rules of the game, some formal – constitutions, laws, decrees and resolutions – and others informal – cultural conventions, customs and everyday practices – that regulate the relationship between men and women,¹¹ and that, often implicate the subordination of women.”

¹¹ Centro Nacional de Memoria Histórica, Género y memoria histórica. Balance de la contribución del CNMH al esclarecimiento histórico. (Bogotá, 2018)

2. Feminism

Theoretical, analytical and intellectual movement that seeks to break with previously acquired and replicated conceptions. Feminism does not consist of claiming that women are less violent than men, or that the judgement of women is better than that of men. It’s not about affirming that the world would be better if women ran it. On the contrary, it is about analyzing the manifestations of gender in global politics.²²


3. Gender

The social construction of that which is considered feminine and masculine, giving more weight to the social and symbolic over the biological in the explanation of the differences between men and women.³³ It also represents the behaviors and the conditions that society and culture impose as masculine or feminine behaviors, ⁴⁴ which are inscribed under gender arrangements.

⁴⁴ Mariana Noemi Sánchez, «La mujer en la teoría criminológica», La Ventana, 2004

4. Patriarchy

Can be understood as the unconscious structure that dictates affection and distributes values among characters in a social context. Given this, it acts as a norm and a self-reproducing project that is sensitive to power relationships. ⁵⁵

⁵⁵ Rita Laura Segato, La guerra contra las mujeres, 2003.
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Socio-Economic Needs

Socio-economic needs in Latin America are driving women (and men) to become involved in criminal activities. As happens in other regions of the Global South, a high percentage of Latin America's impoverished are women.\(^{18}\) This “feminization” of poverty is correlated with a lack of access to education and employment, factors which partly explain why certain women may turn to organized crime as a way to boost their income.\(^{19}\) In effect, most female prisoners in Latin America are not only poor, but they are without professional qualifications or work experience to access better work opportunities.\(^{20}\)

In line with this problem, these women are often the main breadwinners in their homes but face earning lower salaries on average than men.\(^{21}\) Most women in prison are single mothers and generally the sole provider for their children. A 2018 study by Safranoff and Tiravassi for the Inter-American Development Bank across eight Latin American countries\(^{22}\) found that 87 percent of female prisoners had children, a slightly higher percentage than male prisoners.\(^{23}\)

To summarize, the combination of poverty, inequality and few opportunities is an unsurprising factor towards women turning to illegality. While it is not the purpose of this report, it is important to note that the socio-economic pressure women face to commit illegal acts translates into many female prisoners facing real difficulties to access appropriate legal counsel.

---

\(^{19}\) Cloutier, “Latin America’s Female Prisoner Problem: How the War on Drugs, Feminization of Poverty, and Female Liberation Contribute to Mass Incarceration of Women”; Giacomello, “Mujeres, Delitos de Drogas y Sistemas Penitenciarios En América Latina.”
\(^{21}\) Cloutier, “Latin America’s Female Prisoner Problem: How the War on Drugs, Feminization of Poverty, and Female Liberation Contribute to Mass Incarceration of Women.”
\(^{22}\) Argentina, Chile, Brazil, El Salvador, Mexico, Peru, Costa Rica and Honduras.
\(^{23}\) Safranoff and Tiravassi, “Mujeres En Contextos de Encierro En América Latina: Características y Factores de Riesgo Asociados a Determinados Comportamientos Delictivos,” p. 17.
Family Ties

Family ties also explain how women become involved with organized crime activities. To illustrate this, a recent report by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime and Colombia’s Justice Ministry found that 53.4 percent of women interviewed inside Colombian prisons between 2018 and 2019 had at least one relative also in prison, usually their romantic partners (38 percent), brothers (20 percent) or other relatives (42 percent). These statistics suggest that an important number of women entering organized crime do so as the partners, mothers, daughters and sisters of male gang members, which reiterates and reinforces their subordinate role in the criminal world.

Riquelme and Barriga point out that the entry of women into criminal organizations is often linked to their appropriation of knowledge regarding criminal activities carried out by people close to them, creating bonds of trust and loyalty that are highly valued by the members of criminal organizations. Hübschle, Allum and Marchi agree that women often end up in leadership or decision-making positions when one of their family members – especially spouses who lead criminal structures – are jailed or killed, leaving a hole to be filled. This scenario, which will be explored in Section Three of this report, is one of the most complex in terms of gender arrangements within organized crime, since the rise of women to leading positions clashes with a predominantly patriarchal structure.


Narcoculture and Emotional-Sexual Relationships

Drug trafficking groups often involve social interactions that reinforce the stereotype of male superiority and feminine inferiority and objectification. The aesthetic and cultural representations of the “narco” exalt the drug trafficker lifestyle, combining the exercise of violence and the open display of wealth.

Narcoculture also idealizes certain images of feminine beauty. Usually involving “body transformation as a guarantee of...adjustment and group membership,” women can become “objects” or “trophies” that men use to exhibit the power and success derived from their criminal activities. Thus, in those communities where organized crime has reached certain level of social acceptance and where “easy money” constitutes an enviable lifestyle, the criteria by which women are judged become crucial parts of how women participate in criminal activities.

If the position of female subordination resulting from these depictions of gender roles implies the risk of women becoming victims, the conscious decision taken by some women to enter the world of drug trafficking as an opportunity for social ascent should not be underestimated. The third section of this report includes documented cases of specific women who made use of the social rules and beauty standards imposed by narcoculture to attain important positions within criminal organizations. Consequently, over the years the image of the “trophy” woman that accompanies the drug dealer has evolved towards that of female “bosses.” These are women who managed to impose themselves in a predominantly masculine world, without losing the stereotypical “feminine” attributes that allowed them to be linked as companions or wives in the first place. Frequently, this transition is made through the acquisition of technical, financial or administrative skills, as well as the formation of family relationships with leading men in criminal organizations.

Studies of female criminology are increasingly studying women as agents acting of their own will, even in ways that deviate from socially acceptable norms which view women as maternal, pure, passive and docile. As will be outlined in the rest of this

31 Ibid.
report, the numerous cases of women with agency in criminal groups complicates
gender roles in these scenarios, since they subvert traditionally assigned roles for
women and men. Essentially, what this shows is that the participation of women
in organized crime groups does not respond only or exclusively to their supposed
submissiveness to men. On the contrary, it is the result of socio-economic needs that
result from patriarchal power relations, social aspirations, skillsets and expertise,
among others. Therefore, institutional efforts which insist on viewing the role of
women purely as subordinates cannot see the full scope of the situation.

As will be discussed in this report, numerous cases of women in leadership roles
have complicated the vision of how gender roles are assigned in criminal scenarios.
Roles of Women in Organized Crime

This section will discuss the main roles that women play in drug trafficking, human trafficking and migrant smuggling with a view to identifying the full spectrum of female criminal activity in these economies, from subordinate to leadership roles. While, as has been discussed, gender regulates a hierarchical difference in traditional male and female roles, women have taken on a wide range of roles within criminal economies, including positions of power, which tend to go unnoticed among stories of women as “victims” or “passive participants.”

Drug Trafficking

During the past 30 years, drug trafficking, especially the international cocaine trade, has relied on thousands of people working at different stages of production, transportation and sales. In most cases, the division of labor between men and women show inequalities of power derived from gender arrangements. However, there are important exceptions that merit exploration.

Day Laborers and Coca Pickers

In general women in the countryside, especially at harvest time, have been employed as day laborers. Usually, the coca pickers are men, while women perform domestic service tasks, although some do work as coca pickers as well. According to Colombia’s Ideas for Peace Foundation (Fundación Ideas para la Paz – FIP), the women involved work as day laborers or coca pickers and then must carry out domestic tasks at home, implying a double workday.

Cooks

When the coca undergoes chemical processing in laboratories, women are brought in to cook for the workers, since most of these facilities are located in remote areas. The women who work as cooks in large laboratories controlled by armed groups receive better pay, but are also subject to rules of conduct and face the risks associated with this trade, either when working in the facilities or travelling there.

---


Farmers

Female coca growers, for the most part, tend a family plot. They are also involved in the harvesting of coca leaves and even the production of cocaine paste. These women participate in the cultivation of coca, oversee the harvest, and work on the initial processing of the cocaine base. In some cases, they are the ones who sell the cocaine base. At the time of harvest, they may also be responsible for coordinating the work of the pickers, preparing food and paying them their wages. Women farmers are usually in charge of hiring pickers and making proper economic arrangements.35

Drug Mules

These women transport drugs, making them the most vulnerable link within the drug trafficking chain. Griselda Blanco, “The Godmother of Cocaine,” was a major figure in launching the idea of using “mules” to transport marijuana and cocaine to the US market and constantly used this method to traffic drugs.

Women who serve as “drug mules” or are involved micro-trafficking often take on these, low-paid, dangerous jobs because of their need for money, their addiction to drugs, or their relationship with a partner or family member who is involved in drug trafficking.36

Eyes and Ears/Falcons

Women also often serve as lookouts, also known as falcons, who report on the movement of people, rival gang members and police.37 Women are particularly useful in this role because they are often overlooked by authorities. These women can also be called on to perform other basic functions, such as cooking for the group.38

Chemists

Women are tasked with overseeing the crystallization process of coca paste. Women chemists are recruited for their “precision,” and they often have an advantage over their male counterparts in this respect. As confirmed by the FIP,39 in this role, the women must maintain ties and communication with criminal groups. Women in this position can also supervise the production of cocaine, while the work is carried out by others.

35 Ibid., p. 26
39 Cuesta, Diaz, and Duran, “Mujeres y la economía cocalera en el Putumayo: roles, prácticas y riesgos.”
**Microtraffickers**

According to the UNODC, more and more women are entering the drug trafficking world by becoming microtraffickers, transporters of drugs (including inside prisons), or even mules. These women usually have access to greater income than they would get in many formal jobs, while remaining at high risk of severe prison sentence in case of arrest. These microtraffickers only have marginal chances of rising to leadership, as they are easily replaceable, face a high risk of arrest, and have almost no impact on the operation of the drug trafficking business.

**Trophy Wives**

Beyond being objectified as “trophies,” these women occupy different roles in the drug trafficking chain, such as transporting drugs or providing cover for money laundering. Cases such as Gabriela Fernández, a Venezuelan beauty queen who was jailed for her ties to Colombian drug trafficker, Daniel Barrera, alias “El Loco,” or Martha Lucía Echeverry, wife of Miguel Rodríguez Orejuela, who oversaw certain operations and real estate assets of the Cali Cartel leader illustrate the alternative roles the wives and partners of drug traffickers can play.

Women tied to drug bosses also can become players in the trade. After the capture of Héctor Beltrán Leyva, leader of the Beltrán Leyva Cartel, his beauty queen wife, Clara Elena Laborín, took over his drug trafficking business. “La Doña,” as she became known, was responsible for maintaining the group’s cohesion and power in the absence of her husband, while also making alliances with other organized crime groups. Colombian model Angie Sanclemente was sentenced to six years in prison for her role in trafficking cocaine. She recruited attractive women to travel to Europe with cocaine shipments, paying them US$5,000. She was arrested in Buenos Aires in 2010.

**Logistics Coordination**

Within drug trafficking organizations, women also perform jobs requiring a higher level of professionalization, such as keeping track of earnings, organizing the logistics of drug shipments and taking care of money laundering. These jobs require high levels of reliability and trust, so women who work in these logistical roles have more opportunities to develop leadership capabilities.

---

40 Giacomello, “Mujeres, delitos de drogas y sistemas penitenciarios en América Latina.”
41 Ibid.
45 Ibid.
Sandra Ávila Beltrán, known as “The Queen of the Pacific,” is an example of this. She directed cocaine shipments from Colombia to Mexico for the Sinaloa Cartel, tracked the group’s finances, established new connections with potential buyers or suppliers, and laundered the money of Ismael Zambada, alias “El Mayo,” one of the cartel’s top leaders.47

**Migrant Smuggling**

Migrant smuggling is the movement of people across borders -- either by land, sea or air -- for financial benefit.48

Latin America’s large flows of migrants make this a particularly lucrative criminal economy. Due to their geographical location, Colombia and Panama see numerous groups of migrants head northward to the United States. Trafficking routes cross all of Colombia, often beginning from Ipiales on the border with Ecuador to Turbo in the region of Urabá on the border of Panama. From there, traffickers or “coyotes” can arrange passage to Panama by boat or send migrants on the perilous jungle trek across the Darién Gap.49 This crossing can cost between $7,000 and $20,000, depending on the migrant’s country of origin.50

Women play various roles within the trafficking of undocumented migrants through various countries and borders across Latin America.

**Logistics Coordination**

Similarly to drug trafficking, migrant smuggling requires logistical support, which women often provide. They are responsible for organizing lodging and food for illegal migrants, as well as coordinating routes and departure times with smugglers. These roles remain subordinate in nature.

Ludis María Rivera González, alias “The Godmother,” played this role within the organization led by “Mamá África” in Chocó. Another example was a woman identified as “La Reina”, who was in charge of housing illegal migrants in Ipiales, Nariño, before they continued their journey north.51

---


50 Ibid.

Coyotes/Traffickers

While few instances have been seen, there are women who also work as coyotes, or traffickers, in these migrant smuggling networks, physically accompanying the transport of migrants from one country to another.52

Leaders

A woman known as «Mama Africa,» was arrested in March 2019 for leading a migrant trafficking network after a boat carrying 27 people wrecked off the coast of Chocó, Colombia. The smuggling network transported migrants from Congo, Eritrea, Cuba and Haiti, among other countries, to Panama. The migrants paid $150 to $350 for the voyage, and even more if they wished to continue their journey north.53

A Nicaraguan woman, operating under the same “Mama Africa” name, was captured in a joint operation between Panama and Costa Rica in July 2019. She is accused of leading a migrant trafficking network that moved approximately 250 migrants from Asia, Africa and the Caribbean to Europe and the United States.54

Human Trafficking

Human trafficking is one of the most lucrative criminal economies in the world, moving people internationally or domestically in order to exploit them sexually or force them to work for little or no wages, including as beggars or domestic servants.55 The majority of victims of human trafficking are women and children.56 However, according to the UNODC Global Report in Trafficking in Persons, women also represent a little more than a third of those arrested for this crime in the Americas.57 This makes it important to understand the roles women play within human trafficking rings in the region.


57 Ibid.
**Recruiters**

There are women in trafficking networks who are exclusively dedicated to recruitment, often targeting vulnerable, younger victims. The forms of recruitment they use are diverse but often include the promise of employment and travel opportunities. Recruitment happens often within their community or through companies that pose as modeling agencies.

These women are often in charge of procuring travel documents and “preparing” the victims before they are sent to other places where they will eventually be exploited.

Colombian Andrea Vélez used a modeling agency in Mexico City recruit women who were later sexually exploited by and for the Sinaloa Cartel.\(^{58}\) Another woman, known as «La Madama del Amazonas» or «La Tigresa,» was accused of leading, along with two other people, a human trafficking network along the Colombia, Peru and Brazil borders. According to authorities, she was in charge of transporting women and girls from Puerto Nariño, Colombia, to Iquitos and Pucallpa, Peru, where they were sexually exploited for money.\(^{59}\)

In other cases, victims are coerced or encouraged to become recruiters themselves in order to obtain their freedom, generating a new income to supply their absence in the organization. This creates a vicious circle where some female victims become part of the human trafficking chain.\(^{60}\)

**Ringleaders**

Ringleaders, or “madames,” usually recruit and care for women within human trafficking and sex trafficking networks, as well as coordinate and maintain relationships with clients. These women often play mid-ranking roles within a criminal structure. Some of these women have taken on leadership roles, especially when it comes to the exploitation and sexual slavery of women. This was the case of Colombian Liliana Campos, alias “La Madame,” who was jailed on charges of human trafficking in Colombia and other countries. She was also in charge of logistics for the trafficking ring, as well as maintaining the list of contacts and clients to whom the women were forced to provide sexual services.\(^{61}\)

---


60 Gonzalo Escalante and Carmen Berrantes, *Madre de Dios. La ruta del oro: entre el cielo y el infierno. Estudio sobre la trata de niñas y adolescentes con fines de explotación sexual* (Terre de Hommes Suisse, 2016), [https://issuu.com/ajml/docs/entre_el_cielo](https://issuu.com/ajml/docs/entre_el_cielo).

Another example is that of The Black Widows (Las Viudas Negras) in El Salvador, a group that forced young women to wed, using the fact that they could live legally in the United States to attract prospective partners. But the Black Widows later killed the husbands and forced the women to claim pension money or life insurance.  

Roles of Women in Organized Crime

A continuing criminal enterprise that rationally works to profit from illicit activities that are often in great public demand. It’s continuing existence is maintained through the use of force, threats, monopoly control, and/or the corruption of public officials.  


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criminal Economy</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drug Trafficking</td>
<td>Drug trafficking is a global illicit trade involving the cultivation, manufacture, distribution and sale of substances which are subject to drug prohibition laws.[4]</td>
<td>Day Laborers and Coca Pickers, Cooks, Farm workers, Drug mules, Eyes and Ears/Falcons, Chemists, Microtraffickers, Trophy Wives, Logistical Coordination Collaborators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Trafficking</td>
<td>Human trafficking is one of the most lucrative criminal economies in the world, moving people internationally or domestically in order to exploit them sexually or force them to work for little or no wages, including as beggars or domestic servants.[3]</td>
<td>Ringleaders or “Madames”, Recruiters, Logistics coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migrant Smuggling</td>
<td>Migrant smuggling is the movement of people across borders -- either by land, sea or air -- for financial benefit.[4]</td>
<td>Logistics coordination “Coyotes” Traffickers Leaders</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


---

Case Study 1 - Human Smuggling in Colombia: Between Victims and Victimizers

The role women play in organized crime constantly challenges the pre-conceived ideas which exist about the agency they have within criminal groups or economies. Beyond being victims of crime, women operate on the other side of the spectrum, wielding power over others through violence and in other ways. Sexual trafficking only adds to this complexity since women appear as victims, recruiters and leaders of their own human trafficking and sexual exploitation networks.

As shown in various reports and academic papers, there is a tendency to view the role of women at either end of a certain axis: either they are victims or victimizers. However, these roles are not mutually exclusive. These definitions overlap with each other in gray areas where women who are victims become victimizers in turn or are prepared to do so in the future.

The 2012 UNODC Global Trafficking in Persons Report stated that women make up 42 percent of convictions for human trafficking in the Americas. This reflects how women have taken on more importance in criminal organizations dedicated to human trafficking, especially in Eastern Europe, Central Asia, Central America and the Caribbean. A 2006 report by Europol stated that at least 57 percent of human trafficking recruiters were women.

According to figures from the Attorney General’s Office, from early 2018 until October 2019, Colombia registered around 222 women as victims of trafficking. In addition to that, according to figures from the Ministry of the Interior, 2019 saw only 108 cases, an increase of 74 percent compared to the 62 cases presented in 2013.

---

63 According to the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons Especially Women and Children, supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, the crime of human trafficking is defined as “recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labor or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs.”


68 Grupo de Lucha Contra la Trata de Personas, “Cifras de casos de Trata de Personas”, 2019, https://tratadepersonas.mininterior.gov.co/observatorio-del-delito-trata-de-personas/cifras-de-casos-de-trata-de-personas
This national increase has been linked to several causes, including the mass arrival of Venezuelan migrants seeking economic opportunities in Colombia. The situation on the border between the Colombian department of Norte de Santander and the Venezuelan states of Táchira and Zulia has also seen a spike in cases of human trafficking and migrant smuggling since the closure of the border in 2015.  

A 2018 report from the National Trafficking Observatory of Colombia’s Interior Ministry highlighted that cases involving Venezuelan women had gone from 2 in 2015 to 5 in 2017. However, due to underreporting, the number of cases is likely much higher.

Along remote “trails” between Colombia and Venezuela, women face different threats, especially forced recruitment by trafficking networks. In recent years, criminal groups in these areas have forced women and children to join their ranks under threat of leaving them at the mercy of rival gangs. Groups such as Los Urabeños and Los Rastrojos maintain control of prostitution networks that exploit minors in urban centers, such as Puerto Santander.

Pablo Barrera, a legal advisor to Cúcuta’s secretariat of the interior and a member of the municipal committee to fight human trafficking, said it has been impossible to quantify the exact number of women coming into the border city, either voluntarily or through trafficking, but the numbers have been increasing. Some officials claim to be aware of the alarming number of trafficking cases. But InSight Crime has been able to verify that these same officials are making errors when registering the information about cases of human trafficking.

The lines between sexual exploitation through human trafficking and voluntary prostitution are difficult to separate. Not all Venezuelan women working in prostitution in Colombia were forced to do so. Some women take the decision to willingly engage in these activities as a means of subsistence. According to ASMUBULI, an association helping sex workers in Colombia, about 6,500 Venezuelan women have chosen to engage in prostitution since arriving in Colombia. In Cúcuta, public officials also say that “approximately 90 percent of women who currently work in prostitution (...) are Venezuelan.”
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74 The flaws include abuses committed by authorities during operations to close brothels, the revictimization of women during support processes and the lack of incentives to denounce human-trafficking, which generates an under-reporting in the number of cases.
76 InSight Crime. Interview with Pablo Barrera, legal advisor at the Government Secretariat of Cúcuta and liaison to the Municipal Counter-Trafficking Committee. 1 October, 2019
«Nobody does this for fun, we do it because we have to.» said Christina, 24, who crossed over into Colombia in mid-2019. After her arrival and as the days passed, Christina's savings ran out and she was convinced by a friend to find work in a bar.

She began selling alcohol in the evenings to customers but quickly realized she could not make enough to live on. The owner of the bar then suggested more money could be made for sleeping with customers. While women involved in prostitution can be found throughout the city, Christina and other women said that parks, especially Santander Park, just outside the Cúcuta town hall, have become hotspots for the trade.

Criminal gangs run the prostitution networks in the parks, extorting the women. These same gangs extort merchants and even drug transporters, and they have deep roots in Cúcuta and other parts of the department of Norte de Santander. While at first sight, it might these women are simply awaiting a client to offer their services to, a careful look will reveal men watching them from the corners of the parks. They are there to make the women pay for using the park; in other words, they are extorting them and making sure no women from another prostitution ring comes into their turf. These men are members of criminal gangs in Cúcuta whose influence reaches other parts of Norte de Santander. They also profit from extorting merchants and public transport operators, as well as migrant women like Christina.

This case highlights the thin line between trafficking and prostitution that, in cities like Cúcuta, becomes increasingly blurred. The recruitment of women through people known to them offering job opportunities is one of the most common modus operandi of human traffickers.

It is crucial to deepen understanding of women’s roles as both victims and perpetrators of human trafficking and sexual exploitation. According to Rose Broad, in Europe, there has still been no successful approach to criminal justice which has allowed for the full and layered understanding of how women participate in these networks. This has only further propagated the misconception that women are either victims or victimizers. The same situation has happened in Colombia.

The lack of knowledge about the roles of women within organized crime has affected criminal justice in Colombia. According to research conducted by Liliana Sánchez Mejía, Leonardo Rodríguez Cely, Gustavo Fondevila and Juliana Morad Acero, many female participants do not represent a risk to broader citizen security, specifically because they are working at a comparatively low level of the criminal chain.

In addition, criminal justice systems mostly view men as de facto leaders of such criminal dynamics. This leads to the possibility of women actively participating in...
higher positions being ignored, since most women captured are at the lowest rungs on the ladder. As a result, trafficking cases have tended to favor the portrayal of an “ideal victim,” namely weak and naive women who need to be rescued from criminal patriarchal figures.  

This implies the view that women aggressors are aberrant, which does not correspond to the «natural» behavior of women in violent contexts.  

This criminal economy also shows the various forms that violence can take. In trafficking networks, women often act as organizers: they strategically plan, lead the recruitment and exploitation of victims, or have control of finances. In many cases the victims themselves become involved in these networks, entering a gray area, where their roles as victim and victimizer overlap. At this stage, if the women involved receive inadequate support from authorities, they run the risk of becoming victims once again. The law does not recognize the duality of the roles people can play within a trafficking ring, and women risk being treated as criminals, and their status as victims altogether cast aside.  

Madames, women who lead or manage prostitution networks have also exercised power. In Colombia, for example, Liliana Campos, better known in Cartagena as «La Madame,” managed much of the sex trade along Cartagena’s beaches. Authorities accused her of having sexually exploited 250 Colombian and Venezuelan girls and women. Campos ran her network behind the façade of a company known as «Cartagena Fantasy Services S.A.S.» which hired restaurants, boats and hotels to serve foreigners.  

According to an investigation by Colombia’s Attorney General’s, Campos solicited girls and women with promises of cash and other luxuries, and she then trained them on how to cater to her foreign clients.  

84 Alexis Aronowitz, Gerda Theuermann, and Elena Tyurykanova, Analysing the Business Model of Trafficking in Human Beings to Better Prevent the Crime, 2010, p. 43–44.  
The sex workers’ earnings depended on the time spent with clients: $200 for three hours, $300 for 6 hours, $400 for 12 hours, and $600 for a 24-hour VIP service. Campos made triple what the girls earned.

Starting from Cartagena’s popular tourism industry, «La Madame» expanded into the Bahamas, Miami, Panama and Mexico, among others. Through this network, she was able to obtain passports for the women and gave them stipends in US dollars for their time abroad. However, she then cashed in debts with sex work as payment, which generally carries a greater risk of being captured by the authorities. Some women, such as Campos, managed to lead their own networks while distancing themselves from these risks.

It might seem that cases such as that of «La Madame» are atypical. But according to UNODC statistics, just over a third of people convicted of human trafficking in the Americas are women.
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Female Criminal Leadership and Differing Use of Violence

As demonstrated in the previous section, women’s participation in organized crime groups is not uniform. The diverse roles that women play in criminal economies allow us to characterize different types of participation forming a spectrum, which ranges from subordinates and victims to protagonists, leaders and perpetrators. Although the exercise makes it possible to verify the very high rate of victimization of women within the analyzed criminal economies, as well as the concentration of domestic tasks they take on at lower ranks of the criminal hierarchy, it also rejects the assumption that women do not voluntarily participate in criminal or violent activities, or take on leadership roles. It concludes that violence and criminal leadership, while being expected of men due to patriarchal stereotypes, are not purely masculine acts.

On the contrary, the participation of women in organized crime economies is not exceptional and does not occur only in minor labor or subordinate positions. In fact, there are abundant examples of female leadership in organized crime economies. The purpose of this section is to present the profiles of seven women in leadership positions in the selected criminal economies, as strong examples. The crossing-over of leadership and violence in this section is intentional, since both of these characteristics associated with women deviate from socially accepted and recognized standards within organized crime, a matter which requires further analysis.
Enedina Arellano Félix is a well-known drug trafficker from the Arellano Félix family clan, which founded the Tijuana Cartel in México.[1]

While her brothers were the visible heads of the crime group, Enedina managed the Cartel’s finances, staying under the authorities’ radar.[2] Her accounting work incorporated all of the cartel’s criminal economies (trafficking of marijuana, cocaine, heroin, and methamphetamine, extortion, kidnapping, oil theft, human trafficking, contraband smuggling/smuggling and contract killings).[3]

Additionally, according to investigations by the United States’ Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC), Enedina was responsible for laundering money through close to 34 businesses, mostly companies related to livestock and real estate.[4] Due to the authorities’ constant pursuit of her brothers, Enedina assumed control of the organization in 2002.[5]

She kept her distance from the violence, and strategically maneuvered the group through a crowded criminal landscape that included its rival, the Sinaloa Cartel, and supervised the group’s domestic and international expansion.[6]

Marlly Chacón, known as the “La Reina del Sur,” or “The Queen of the South,” is a woman who trafficked multiple shipments of cocaine across the Mexico border and managed to launder more than $4 million in drug money.

Chacón not only consolidated her business in Guatemala, she managed to extend her criminal enterprise into Mexico, Colombia, Panama and Honduras. Mexico and Colombia were key for moving drugs, while Panama and Honduras were where she maintained her secret offshore bank accounts and most of her shell companies.

Chacón’s organization transported cocaine to Mexico and the United States. The proceeds were laundered through shell companies, particularly in Panama. In 2012, the US Treasury Department confirmed that Chacón had laundered money through more than 20 companies, including Bingótón Millonario, Revoluciones Por Minuto Aceleración S.A, Fer Seg S.A, Andrea Yari, S. A.[1]

Chacón struck up relationships with important public officials, including with former Guatemala Vice President Roxana Baldetti, to whom Chacó allegedly donated $2 million in 2011.[5] It was also reported that the former minister of the interior of Guatemala, López Bonilla, mobilized resources and state personnel for a security team to protect Chacón.[5] Chacón went unnoticed until 2008, when US authorities started to investigate her for moving drugs to the United States.[4]
Mery Valencia alias "La Señora"  
Colombia

Type of Leadership

Non-violent: This is characterized by leaders relying on their own intellectual and technical capacity, and trusted networks, among others, to lead criminal organizations.

Mery Valencia, known by her alias "La Señora," was a well-known Colombian drug trafficker.

Her name began to circulate in 1994, when a Los Angeles court in the United States accused her of drug trafficking and leading an organization called "Las Chivas."[1]

She was arrested in 1997 in Río de Janeiro, Brazil, and was extradited to the United States in April 1998 after a unanimous vote by Brazil’s Supreme Court in the decision.[2] Although she pleaded guilty in 1999 and was sentenced to life in prison, she was released on May 15, 2012, after serving only 13 years of her sentence.[3] Her current whereabouts are unknown.

While not the top exporter of cocaine during the 1990s, "Las Chivas" became a profitable drug trafficking organization. Even while it was not the largest group, it has a differential element: including Valencia, the main leaders of the group were all women.

Valencia, her sister Luz Dary, and other women led the group, which exported close to 12 tons of cocaine between 1988 and 1997.[4] They laundered the drug money through 500 bank accounts located in Miami, New York, New Jersey and Puerto Rico, evading US government fiscal controls.[5] In addition to these operations, authorities found floppy disks, videos, chamber of commerce certificates, deeds to 60 houses, apartments, shops, garages, country homes, and properties that made up part of Valencia’s money laundering strategy, as well as the businesses Valencia y CIA. Ltda. Pastic-all and the club Black Street.[6]

[4] Ibid.
[5] Rosenzweig, "Woman Accused of Running Cocaine Ring Is Extradited to U.S.

Thonya Xiomara Hubbard alias "Madame Thonya"  
Panama

Type of Leadership

Violent: This type of leadership makes use of violence as a crucial element to keep people in line and maintain control of criminal groups. Women in this category use violence to varying degrees, based on the context of the criminal economy in question.

Thonya Xiomara Hubbard, alias "Madame Thonya," went unnoticed by Panamanian authorities until an investigation by the Antena 3 TV channel in 2000 identified one of Panama City’s largest largest sex trafficking.[1]

The investigations revealed that the network operated throughout Panama’s capital, and involved a considerable number of girls, ages 13 to 15. The girls were recruited by two of Thonya’s partners, Thayra de La Lasra (arrested in 2011) and Liz Ameglio. Thonya insisted that the young girls were not forced to be a part of the network, as they not only received 20 percent of the profits but their mothers and friends were aware of their work.[2]
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Liliana Campos alias "Madame"
Colombia

Type of Leadership

Violent: This type of leadership makes use of violence as a crucial element to keep people in line and maintain control of criminal groups. Women in this category use violence to varying degrees, based on the context of the criminal economy in question.

The case of the Madame has been one of the most famous scases of sexual exploitation. It illustrates how sex trafficking networks operate, often through a powerful woman who manages to make large quantities of money by exploiting young women. This sophisticated prostitution ring was transnational.


According to El Tiempo, she had a set price list for her girls. They were paid 500,000 pesos ($200) for three hours of work. For six hours, the payment was 700,000 pesos ($300) and the client received two sex acts. For 12 hours, the fee was 900,000 pesos ($400) and the client could receive four sex acts. There was also a VIP service, a 24-hour encounter, in which the client had the right to six sex acts. The young woman would receive $600 for this service.

Liliana del Carmen Campos Puello, known as “La Madame,” “La Ronca” or “Vara de Caballo,” grew up in the Bias de Lezo neighborhood, southwest of the city of Cartagena, Colombia. Prior to getting into the business of human and sex trafficking, Campos was sentenced in 2002 to 33 months in jail in the United States for heroin trafficking.

After serving her sentence, she was deported to Colombia, where she built the company “Dream Fantasy Cartagena,” that functioned worked as a front for her prostitution businesses, initially based in the popular neighborhood El Recreo. Campos recruited underage minors in low-income neighborhoods outside of Cartagena’s walled city, and sent them to perform sex work in The Bahamas, Miami, Panama and Mexico. She arranged their travel, documents and points of contact, thanks to her extensive network of associates.
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Griselda Blanco
alias “The Black Widow”
Colombia

Ana Griselda Blanco Restrepo is better known by her many aliases, which include “Viuda Negra,” or “Black Widow,” “La Patrona,” or “The Boss;” and the “Madrina de la Cocaina,” or “The Godmother of Cocaine.” Blanco was one of the most important and powerful women in drug trafficking in the 1970s and 1980s in Colombia. Born in Cartagena de Indias, on February 15, 1943, she grew up in Medellín, surrounded by domestic violence, and she was abused by her step-father.[1]

Blanco started her criminal career in Colombia and managed to consolidate her cocaine empire in the United States, where she established operations centers in the cities of Tallahassee, Kendall and Fort Lauderdale, Florida, and in New York.[2]

Blanco is described by some as a defiant, bold and blood-thirsty woman. Some sources said that she was a cruel woman, and when clients did not pay, she would have them killed. She was identified as an extravagant woman because she managed to obtain a ring belonging to Eva Perón and dishware belonging to England’s Queen Isabel.[3]

In fact, it was La Madrina de la Cocaina that pioneered the concept of “mules,” human drug carriers that transported marijuana and cocaine within their bodies. Additionally, she charted and refined the main drug trafficking routes going to Miami, that would later be used by her disciple and later business partner – Pablo Escobar.[4]
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Yesenia Pacheco
alias “The Crazy Blond”
Mexico

Little is known about Yesenia Pacheco’s early days, however, it was determined that she joined the Gulf Cartel in 2009. Her first role within this organization was as a lookout.[1]

Later on, she would join the cartel’s battle with other groups, particularly the murderous Zetas, a splinter group from the Gulf Cartel. Her fellow hitmen and drug traffickers found the way Yesenia violently and brutally murdered the organization’s enemies to be unusual. This included an urban legend that she decapitated and skinned a member of the Zetas.[2]

The use of violence enabled her rapid rise along the organization’s ranks. She became the leader of a group of female contract killers known as “Las Hienas,” or “Las Flacas,” whose purpose was to take Zeta operatives.[3] Additionally, “La Gúera” controlled small groups dedicated kidnappings and extortion.[4]

In September 2019, the Zetas released a video recorded in June 2014. In the video, a group of women appear, some of them naked, tied and on their knees. Yesenia stands among them. Two hooded men behind the women eventually behead and dismember them.[5]

[5] Ibid.
The use of violence by some of the women examined in these criminal profiles, contradicts the stereotype that women are naturally care-givers rather than life-takers. The following case study regarding gangs in El Salvador complements the discussion by illustrating that both men and women regularly exercise the use of violence.

**Case Study 2: Women in Gangs in El Salvador**

The Northern Triangle country of El Salvador saw the formation of some of the most violent and infamous gangs in Latin America: Barrio 18 and the Mara Salvatrucha (MS13).95

While a lot has been written at length about these structures and how they operate in countries like El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras, the role women play in these groups has not been fully explored.96

However, as occurs in other spheres of criminal activity, the agency developed by women within Salvadoran gangs like MS13 and Barrio 18 is on the rise. Fieldwork conducted in the country, has allowed InSight Crime to analyze the dynamics and compile interviews that outline the role of women within these gangs.

The gangs, or maras as they are commonly referred to within the country, are attractive to young people that live in neighborhoods with high rates of poverty and violence. Issues with abuse, abandonment or labor exploitation at home, resulting in the absence of a home as a protective space, leads to gang life becoming a substitute safe space.97

According to some women, school was the environment where they found the most support, as opposed to their homes. Nevertheless, this developmental stage is when youth are most likely to join a gang. The conclusion shared by many investigators is that, in most cases, the school environment is not the ideal space to escape family issues, while the gang offers them protection, affection, resources and an identity.98

In this context, gangs also provide an opportunity to earn cash, largely through extortion, petty theft and street level drug sales.99 Other reasons mentioned for

---
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joining one of these criminal structures, include retaliation or revenge against an aggressor and interest or curiosity.100

As Sampó explains, “the appeal of drugs, weapons, sex [and] money”101 motivate members with the idea of a “better” lifestyle, despite the fact that it has been demonstrated that conditions within gangs do not always lead to a better quality of life for women.

Romantic ties with male gang members are one of the ways in which women are linked to the group. The gang members prefer to find women that are not associated with the gang, particularly underage girls around 13 or 15 years old. Female companions of gang members are often known as “jainas.” They often end up pregnant, leaving them few options outside of their relationship with the gang member.

Women can achieve different statuses within the gangs, depending on the way they are introduced into the gang. The women that aspire to become members of the gang have two options: sexual relations with one or more of the members of the gang or to submit themselves to a “brincada,” a beating lasting between 13 and 18 seconds that aspiring members must endure in order to obtain a higher status.102

These women are immersed in a profoundly patriarchal and chauvinist environment that exalts traditionally masculine behaviors. They are outnumbered by males. For example, considering the different interviews conducted of incarcerated male and female gang members, women never exceeded 22 percent of the sample demographic.103 This translates to the women having greater difficulties in earning the respect of their fellow mareros, term used for gang members, in order to demonstrate their abilities and what they are capable of. It is part of what it means to be a minority within the mara.104

For years, the study of women’s participation in organized criminal structures focused on debates surrounding the sexual nature of their role, concentrating on women as victims of sexual violence within these structures.105

Although sexual violence certainly persists within these groups, to only focus on the women just as victims is an analysis that over-simplifies their roles within the gangs.

---
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Agency within the Gangs

As Santacruz points out, women play active, direct and varied roles within the gangs and their roles can evolve over time. At first they are involved in “operational” tasks and as they demonstrate their capabilities they are included in more activities related to the criminal economy of the organization. The most recurrent assignments for women include surveillance, collecting extortion payments and activities related to the drug trafficking chain, meanwhile, many of them are trained to commit murders and mass robberies.

Among the first tasks assigned to the woman are surveilling the gang’s territory, an activity known as posteo, which consists of keeping the rest of the gang informed about any activities occurring within said territory. As a source told InSight Crime, another of these initial assignments consists of identifying potential subjects for extortion and communicating this with other gang members who will then conduct the operation.

Once the women belong to a “clica,” as they refer to a small group of gang members within the same gang structure, they perform the same tasks as their male peers and often use violence just like the men: they do not leave home without a knife and gun, as they will surely be needed for their day’s work. This raises questions about the social expectations of roles assigned to men and women.

In this sense, it is evident that the women exercise violence with the same motivations as the men, therefore it cannot be considered as a psychological abnormality, as Gentry and Sjoberg point out. On the contrary, acting violently is part of autonomous and considered decisions made by women in specific contexts.

The case of Arleth Liliana Torres, alias “Palina,” effectively illustrates this point. This woman joined the Barrio 18 gang at the age of 12. She started as a postera or campanera, before being assigned other tasks, like storing weaponry for the group, a crime for which she was held in a juvenile facility during her teenage years. When she was released from prison, she was trained, along with five other female gang members, to join a team of hitmen within her clica. This led to Palina being arrested and sentenced to 25 years in prison for the murder of Carlos Alfredo Chacón, a soccer coach.

111 Gentry and Sjoberg, Beyond Mothers, Monsters, Whores: Thinking about Women’s Violence in Global Politics, cxi.
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However, women never seem to join the top leadership ranks, or ránfleros, who hold power the gang at a national level. The highest-ranking position achieved by women is as a jaina. The only condition for maintaining their power is to be loyal to the ránfleros, as infidelity is punishable by death. In an interview with InSight Crime in El Salvador, a judicial official stated that when the “boyfriend” of a jaina is imprisoned, she must remain faithful, as she can be killed for getting involved with another gang member.\textsuperscript{114}

Women can exercise a leadership role within one of the clicas or palabreras, such is the case with Bamby de Teclas, the founder of the clica “teclas.” Bamby is close to the group’s current leaders. According to Central American authorities, this woman is responsible for managing the organization’s money within and outside of the country.\textsuperscript{115}

Many of the women involved say that, regardless of their status, they are always seen as maternal figures, even when they are younger than their fellow male gang members. According to testimony by former gang members, the women within MS13 and Barrio 18 always assume the same roles as the ones designated by Salvadoran culture: as responsible for domestic chores and caretakers. One woman InSight Crime spoke with stated: “I was like everyone’s mother: I did the laundry, I cooked for them, I organized food packages for them […]”\textsuperscript{116}

The case of female gang members in Central America illustrates the highly complex nature of the roles women play in organized crime. It is evident that women achieve leadership roles – and as a result, often act violently – which inverts the traditional roles assigned to men and women. However, this takes place in a context where masculine values and traits are highly valued and where patriarchal cultural norms persist. While female protagonists are fewer in number than their male counterparts, they remain highly important when trying to understand urban violence and organized crime.

\textsuperscript{114} InSight Crime. Interview with a judicial official from San Miguel. San Miguel, El Salvador. 17 September, 2019
\textsuperscript{116} Ibid.
Conclusions

As has been reiterated throughout this report, the participation of women in organized criminal economies is becoming ever more relevant and is accelerating. Studies of this phenomenon, which have been fundamental in understanding this situation, are still too few given their importance and magnitude. In addition, these studies have mainly focused on examining the female prison population linked to minor drug trafficking roles or the victimization and exploitation of women within human trafficking and migrant smuggling. This has left other avenues of potential analysis unexplored. The full spectrum of women’s participation in different organized crime dynamics across Latin America presented in this document is one such avenue.

The characterization of the roles women play in criminal economies addressed above - drug trafficking, human trafficking and migrant smuggling - is intended to provide a more nuanced picture of existing knowledge. Although female participation has been lower than male participation and has traditionally been focused on subordinate roles in a criminal world that privileges and rewards male behaviors, their growing prominence in organized crime merits thoughtful and layered analysis.

It has been argued that the gender lens is highly useful for understanding this complexity, since it allows for the visualization of gender arrangements within criminal structures. These assign differentiated and hierarchical roles to men and women, and exalt supposedly masculine values, as occurs in other spheres of social life but are also frequently transgressed by women whose behavior deviates from the established rules. The construction of a more complete picture of women within organized crime, including the factors driving them to join, the roles they play and their ability to evolve within these groups, is imperative in designing effective public policies to tackle this problem.
Recommendations

The findings of this investigation allow for the formulation of several public policy recommendations for national governments and local authorities. Given the scarce systematic empirical evidence about the participation of women in organized crime, the recommendations are mainly oriented towards diagnosing this phenomenon based on more sophisticated measurements and analytical lenses that allow for a deeper comprehension of the problem. Additionally, the investigation leads to some recommendations focused on prevention and attention for affected communities. Finally, a gender lens must be applied in the design of public policies to confront this problem in an effective and differentiated manner across the region.

1. Strengthen statistical information systems related to organized crime and the participation of women in criminal acts – as victims and victimizers - in order to bolster academic research in the area, and to build baselines which can feed the design and evaluation of specific public policies.

2. In order to accurately build strategies which account for the varied nature of the participation of women in criminal economies, a gender lens must be applied to this area as has happened in numerous other areas of public policy.

3. Understand the factors that drive women to participate in illegal acts for preventive purposes. Although their motivations are varied, marginalization and the types of need derived from it are decisive factors leading them toward criminal activity. Prevention policies should be focused on the creation of economic alternatives for women, who face poverty and reside in areas with a strong organized crime presence. Putting these resources in place at an early age through improved education and inclusion programs in highly vulnerable areas could reduce the recruitment of people into organized crime organizations.

4. Map out the multiple and varied roles women play in organized crime, including in criminal economies across Latin America, including illegal mining, smuggling and extortion. This implies an exhaustive review of the location of criminal economies and the way they function in different countries, the systematization of the roles performed by women and the construction of indicators that allow for rigorous monitoring of the problem.

5. For the construction of a regional panorama regarding the participation of women in organized crime dynamics, information systems should be strengthened using mixed methodologies (qualitative and quantitative) in all Latin American countries. In this regard, quantitative information is vital to generate baselines, as well as for the formulation and evaluation of public policies.
6. Promote the empowerment of women, through collective initiatives which seek to give opportunities to those at risk of being recruited by organized crime. In Colombia, Peru and Bolivia, for example, there are cases where female coca growers have assumed leading roles within their communities and are working on collective initiatives that seek to provide opportunities for people at risk of being recruited into organized crime.

7. In the context of the fight against organized crime, it is necessary to understand the factors that push women towards participating in illegal activities in order to generate policies that prevent this in the first place. Although the reasons for women joining organized crime are varied, one of the main factors is poverty, coupled with the need to sustain their families. Public policies aimed at prevention should be focused on providing economic alternatives for women that are in vulnerable contexts due to the lack of opportunities and the presence of organized crime groups. For this, resources should be concentrated on prevention for young women through public schools or social inclusion programs.

8. Generate robust collaborative mechanisms between local, regional and national governments across Latin America, including allowing survivors of migrant smuggling and human trafficking to receive assistance, accompaniment, protection and reparations, in accordance with the law of each country. It is especially important to have internal control mechanisms to investigate and punish abuses against victims of human trafficking that report their cases to the authorities, especially when the victims have also acted as recruiters or participated in the trafficking network's activities. The lack of knowledge the authorities have regarding the protocols for the attention of victims of human trafficking increases their distrust of police and leads to an increased possibility of revictimization.

9. Urge Latin American police and judicial bodies to apply a gender approach to their investigations, including the appointing of investigators or prosecutors dedicated to gender issues, and the establishment of differential support measures for people, especially women, who decide to denounce the networks of human trafficking and migrant smuggling.

10. Seek effective collaboration between social, economic and educational policy institutions in order to reorient those women specialized in certain roles within criminal economies towards legality, through targeted reintegration programs. This is, because some specific skills developed inside criminal groups, such as logistics or finance, could be redirected toward legal employment.

11. Review the use of punitive measures like jail time as a punishment for crimes related to organized crime committed by women. In general, the women that are arrested for these crimes are in the lowest ranks of the organization, taking on low-level but high-risk tasks like transporting or selling small amounts of drugs. Since most of these women are not a danger
for public security and their arrest does not have a significant impact on drug trafficking networks, seeking alternatives to incarceration and reducing the overall time spent in prisons may help break the vicious cycle in which women enter organized crime due to a lack of opportunities and are faced with even less opportunities upon leaving prison.
Annex 1: Number of women in prison in Latin America
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It is known that, while Colombia and the United Kingdom have collaborated on justice and criminal policy to address the issue of organized crime for decades, the understanding of this phenomenon has not always been approached through a gender lens that allows for the analysis of women’s role inside it.

In this sense, it has highlighted the potential for an increased exchange in experiences surrounding public policies that tackle the link between criminality and women, including those aimed at providing this problem with a gender lens and a measure of social justice.

Without a doubt, each country differs in its criminal policy, according to its context and specific challenges. However, the idea of this project was to identify common areas that promote a critical look at the way that knowledge has been built around such a relationship.

With this goal in mind, the Colombian Observatory of Organized Crime was tasked with writing this document in order to promote a deeper analysis of the role of women in organized crime, as well as identify areas where it believed better public policies regarding the justice system and the fight against organized crime could exist in Latin America.

As such, this document presents the independent opinions of the Colombian Observatory of Organized Crime, a result of its own analysis. This document does not necessarily reflect the perspective of the Colombian and British governments, both of which do not take the recommendations contained within as obligatory. Both governments reserve the right to question that which they may consider inappropriate or wrong according to their respective positions.